2006 kia spectra radiator

Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and complete your
repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts
from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best automotive brands
and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit
- DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. Core
thickness equal to the OE part. If radiator core is slightly thinner than the OEM, this can
decrease overall performance and lifespan. This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Radiators may
incur bent cooling fins or small imperfections during shipping or manufacturing. A few bent fins
or small dents and scratches do not affect the fit or the function of the part. Neither our 60 Day
satisfaction guarantee, nor the manufacturer's warranty, cover these types of insignificant
damages. This item may be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part
numbers. This information is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item
you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To
confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts
are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will.
Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited
shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle
isn't listed, search Radiator. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X.
Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Add to Cart.
Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery
options in checkout. Brand : HVA Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Premium Aluminum
Core Engineered for top performance. Provides efficient cooling and heat-transfer. Lifetime
Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Packaging: Radiators may incur
bent cooling fins or small imperfections during shipping or manufacturing. Shipping is not
available to a P. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Kia. Product Reviews. I had trouble with the
first radiator I installed, it leak very bad. I called and spoke to a representative who was very
helpful and professional. He sent out another radiator that same day and it arrived the next day.
I Installed It and it's been working fine. I was very pleased with my dealings with A1. I will
recommend this company to everyone I know. Keep up the good work!!! Very pleased Excellent
product. Great product. Easy installation. Will recommend. I would recommend this product
very good for the price. Telling all my friends if they ever in need of a radiator to check these
guys out. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality,
direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer
Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts
are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to
year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Radiator.
Was skeptical when I saw this product, especially the price. My mechanic had no problem
installing it and didn't make any negative comments about it. Skip to main content Menu. Close
X. Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley. Accessory Belt
Tensioner. Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Control Unit. Bypass Hose. Cooling Hose.
Cooling System Adapter. Cooling System Flush Gun Kit. Cooling System Tester Adapter.
Engine Coolant Pipe O-Ring. Engine Coolant System Pressure Tester. Engine Coolant Water
Inlet. Engine Cooling Fan. Engine Cooling Fan Set. Expansion Tank. Radiator Cap. Radiator Cap
Adapter. Radiator Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Fan Assembly. Radiator Hose. Radiator
Support. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Water Bypass
Pipe. Water Distribution Pipe. Water Outlet Gasket. Water Outlet O-Ring. Water Pump. Water
Pump Gasket. Water Pump Pulley. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate
Control. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. Action Crash. DIY Solutions. OSC Automotive. Spectra Premium. Shop By
Vehicle. Action Crash Radiator; Premium. Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:. Quality:
Premium - High quality new replacement part. TYC Radiator. API Radiator. UAC Radiator. DIY
Solutions Radiator. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. CSF Radiator. Tech Note O. GPD
Radiator. Features: Direct fit replacement Durability tested on every new design Radiators are
an important part of the engine's cooling system. The main function of the radiator is to extract
and dissipate heat from the engine. Radiators help cool the engine for optimal performance.

OSC Automotive Radiator. Features: Hassle free installation O. Drop in fit, form and function. All
necessary fittings or hardware are included in each unit for an easy install. The radiator core is
tested prior to assembly and then once the assembly is complete the unit is tes Enhancements
added to solve original design failures and to improve the life of high mileage vehicles: adding
more fins per inch, thicker cores and even larger transmission coolers to overcome the added
heat associated with these vehicles. Show More Show Less. APDI Radiator. Features: Increased
thermal performance, enhanced design features, and design commonization for maximum
availability with the minimum amount of parts. Meets or exceeds the manufacturer's
specifications that are ready to install. Denso Radiator. Spectra Premium Radiator. Spectra
Premium CU Radiator. Metrix Radiator. Metrix W Radiator. Product Remark: Plastic Tank.
Features: OE Quality - Higher quality and reliable performance compared to competitive
products Exact fit - No additional time consuming steps needed for installation OE Engineered Lightweight and improved engine cooling performance Aluminum Core - Advanced design for
optimum heat transfer Oil Cooler - Integrated OE design for efficient thermal management.
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. OSC Automotive July 17th, Posted by kia radiater.
Spectra Premium CU Item came as described in excellent condition. Will order again from
Partsgeek. May 13th, Posted by Kia Radiator. Action Crash RAD June 2nd, Posted by Good as
new. Catalog: D. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Kia Spectra. Catalog: P. Vehicle Kia Spectra.
Catalog: Q. Catalog: A. Vehicle Transmission Kia Spectra. Your engine coolant, also called
antifreeze, serves several purposes. First, it is circulated throughout the engine to the radiator
to keep your engine at a stable operating temperature. Low coolant levels can lead to
overheating, which can damage your engine. Second, antifreeze has a lower freezing point than
water, which keeps it in a fluid state during cold weather. Coolant also keeps corrosion down
inside the engine that may be caused by water. If you notice a coolant leak, it should be taken
care of as soon as possible to avoid damage to your engine. You may notice your temperature
gauge reading higher than usual, your heater may stop working, or you also notice steam under
your hood. When you need coolant, visit O'Reilly Auto Parts for the right coolant for your
vehicle. We carry a variety of coolant made for your car, truck, or SUV. Skip to content. Filter By.
Color Blue 1 Green 1 Pink 1 Yellow 8. Container Size 1 Gallon 8 55 Gallon 2. Show More Show
Less. Compare Compare. Car Check Vehicle Fit. Multiple Applications. View All Applications.
For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option
and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Radiator part. Returns Policy. Recommended Use.
Product Fit. Shop Kia Spectra Radiator. Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Sort by:. Part Number: P
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Inlet Outlet Size : 1. Part Number: CSF Universal
Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Featured Brands. Thickness Core Size
Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Replacement Radiator Manufacturer P Core Size
Manufacturer CSF is a leading aftermarket manufacturer that specializes in radiators, oil coolers
and condenser Core Size. Jun 21, Dustin Reese. Purchased on May 31, Mar 02, Great part. Exact
fit. Good condition when shipped. Very pleased. And price was right. Chris Molzer. Purchased
on Feb 16, Jul 03, Perfect fit, great price. Fit perfect in my Kia Spectra5 and easy to install.
Purchased on Jan 16, Helpful Automotive Resources. When the coolant temperature in your
radiator and your engine is outside the normal range, your PCM may trigger code P What are
the Possible Causes of the P Code? Defective or malfunctioning engine coolant temperature
sensorLow engine coolant. Once the engine cools, the thermal resistance in the ECT increases.
As a result, the ECT sensor circuit voltage. Fluid ColorWhat Type. Best Radiators for Your
Vehicle Aftermarket replacement radiators are as durable as their OE counterparts but they are
more affordable, which means you can get the same quality while saving money at the same
time. Check out high-quality replacement radiators at CarParts. How to Clean a Radiator There
are two ways to clean the radiator: internally and externally. The latter involves cleaning the
radiator fins located on the outside while the former has to do with flushing out old fluid and all
the buildup that may have accumulated inside of the radiator. How Hot Does a Radiator Get?
But how hot does it actually get? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Sup
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ports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Radiator Hose part. Product Fit.
Recommended Use. Shop Kia Spectra Radiator Hose. Showing 1 - 15 of 18 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Part Number: GAT Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: DY
Part Number: ACX. Part Number: S Universal Fit. Inside Diameter x 19 in. Inside Diameter x 30
in. Inside Diameter x 18 in. Adapters, 30 in. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 18 results. Featured
Brands. Spectre Radiator Hose Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Dayco Radiator
Hose Manufacturer Gates Upper Radiator Hose Manufacturer Established in , AC Delco manu
Oct 26, I wish it had been less expensive. I have installed it on my car and it seems to be
working well. It is not only highly functional but looks great on the engine. Rob Rob. Purchased
on Oct 06, Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

